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Metal-polymer interfaces cover approximately 95% of all interfaces, critical for reliability issues, in
current and future electronic devices. The focus of this contribution is on stretching-induced delamina-
tion in stretchable electronics applications. Stretchable electronics facilitate increased design freedom
of electronic products. Representative applications can be found in healthcare, wellness and functional
clothes, integrated electronics in stretchable parts and products. Typically, small rigid semiconductor
islands are interconnected with thin metal conductor lineson top of a highly deformable polymeric sub-
strate, such as a rubber material. A key requirement on theseproducts is the ability to withstand large
deformations during usage without losing their integrity (i.e., large stretchability). During stretching, the
adhesion of the interconnects to the substrate is of major importance from a reliability point of view.
Delamination between the metal conductor lines and the stretchable substrate accompanied by rubber
fibrillation may eventually lead to short circuits while also the delaminated area could result in cohesive
failure of the metal lines [1].

To be able to predict the stretching-induced delamination at the copper-rubber interface during
stretching of typical three-dimensional stretchable electronics samples, 3D numerical models have been
developed, of which an example is depicted in Fig.1(a). Here, the delamination process is described by
3D cohesive zone elements as formulated in Van den Bosch et al. [2]. The mechanical properties of
the rubber substrate are determined by tensile and planar extension from which a hyperelastic material
model is constructed. The elasto-plastic properties of thecopper lines, with a thickness of 17µm, are
extracted from a micro-tensile test including Digital Image correlation analysis. The cohesive zone prop-
erties are obtained from a numerical-experimental analysis of the 90∘ peel test. During peel testing, it is
observed that the rubber is severely lifted at the delamination front caused by its high compliance. Actual
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Figure 1: (a) A typical interconnect design for stretchableelectronics; (b) characterization of the cohesive
zone propertiesΓ andtmax from global and local scales
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fibrillation and subsequent fracture of the rubber at the peel front is shown to occur from ESEM obser-
vations. The cohesive zone toughnessΓ is determined from theglobal experimental parameters (i.e.,
forces and displacements) while the cohesive zone strengthtmax is quantified from thelocal parameters
(i.e., deformed rubber geometry at the delamination front and interconnect deformation), see Fig.1(b).
Consequently, rubber fibrillation and fracture is lumped onto the cohesive zone elements [3].

The thus quantified material and cohesive zone parameters are used to simulate the delamination
behavior of actual three-dimensional stretchable electronics samples loaded in tension which contain
horseshoe and zigzag shaped interconnects [4]. Furthermore, extensive in-situ failure mode analyses
performed in the scanning electron microscope are carried out. The occurring deformation behavior and
failure mechanisms are analyzed and used to validate the numerical model results. Good agreement is
found between the experimental and numerical results.

The adhesion properties are not only determined by the rubber fibrillation and fracture, but also by the
roughness of the copper surface. In fact, the geometry of theroughness is one of the major factors that
determines whether adhesive or cohesive fracture, or a combination thereof, occurs during debonding
of a metal-polymer interface. For this purpose, the work of Yao and Qu [5] is extended towards a
numerical fracture mechanics model at meso-scale that is used to quantitatively predict the competition
between cohesive and adhesive failure on a metal-polymer interface [6], see Fig.2. The conditions for
the occurrence of crack kinking as a function of the surface roughness parameters will be determined.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) An idealized roughness profile [5]; (b) model ofthe idealized roughness profile [6]
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